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In Paper I of this series the formulations of the replica-exchange multicanonical algorithm and the
multicanonical replica-exchange method for Monte Carlo versions have been presented. The
effectiveness of these algorithms were then tested with the system of a penta peptide,
Met-enkephalin, in the gas phase. In this article the detailed comparisons of performances of these
algorithms together with the regular replica-exchange method are made, taking a more complex
system of a 17-residue helical peptide. It is shown that these two new algorithms are more efficient
than the regular replica-exchange method. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.1555849兴

I. INTRODUCTION

In protein folding simulations, powerful simulation algorithms are indispensable because conventional constant temperature simulations at low temperatures will get trapped in
states of energy local minima. Generalized-ensemble algorithms such as the multicanonical algorithm 共MUCA兲1,2 and
the replica-exchange method 共REM兲3–5 are now commonly
used to overcome the multiple-minima problem 共for recent
reviews, see Refs. 6 – 8兲. Recently, two new generalizedensemble algorithms have been developed for molecular dynamics simulations, which combines the merits of MUCA
and REM.9 In the first method that we refer to as the replicaexchange multicanonical algorithm 共REMUCA兲, the multicanonical weight factor is determined from a short REM
simulation with the multiple-histogram reweighting techniques 共WHAM兲.10,11 A long multicanonical production run
with high statistics is then performed with this weight factor.
The process of determining the multicanonical weight factor
in this method is faster and simpler than that in the usual
iterative determination. In the second method that we
refer to as the multicanonical replica-exchange method
共MUCAREM兲, a REM simulation with replicas corresponding to multicanonical ensembles with different energy ranges
is performed.
In the preceding paper 共which we refer to as Paper I兲, the
formulations of the REMUCA and MUCAREM algorithms
for the Monte Carlo version were explained in detail. These

II. METHODS

The details of the methods, MUCA, REM, REMUCA,
and MUCAREM, have been presented in Paper I.
The multicanonical ensemble is based on the following
non-Boltzmann weight factor W mu (E) so that the probability
distribution of potential energy P mu (E) is flat and a onedimensional random walk in potential energy space is realized:
P mu 共 E 兲 ⬀n 共 E 兲 W mu 共 E 兲 ⫽const,

共1兲

where n(E) is the density of states. We then have
W mu 共 E 兲 ⬀n ⫺1 共 E 兲 .

共2兲

In REMUCA the multicanonical weight factor W mu (E)
is first determined from the results of a short REM simulation by the multiple-histogram reweighting techniques 关see
Eqs. 共23兲, 共24兲, 共29兲, and 共30兲 in Paper I兴. A multicanonical
production run is then performed with this weight factor.
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algorithms were tested with the benchmark system of a penta
peptide, Met-enkephalin, in the gas phase.
In this article we present detailed comparisons of performance of these new algorithms as well as regular REM. For
this purpose we have performed the simulations of a more
complex system of a 17-residue helical peptide.
The multicanonical weight factors that are determined in
REMUCA and MUCAREM simulations for more complex
systems sometimes realize random walk in energy space but
are not good enough to realize the flat probability distributions of energy to obtain accurate thermodynamic quantities.
We need to refine these weight factors to estimate the correct
thermodynamic quantities. We explain how to obtain the refined multicanonical weight factors by iterative applications
of REMUCA and/or MUCAREM simulations.
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When no other estimate is available, the same multicanonical
weight factor is also used in the MUCAREM simulations. In
MUCAREM a replica-exchange production run with replicas
corresponding to multicanonical ensembles with a different
energy range is then performed.
The final results by both REMUCA and MUCAREM
simulations therefore depend on the accuracy of the estimate
of the multicanonical weight factor, or the density of states,
that is obtained by the short REM simulation. For a simple
benchmark system in Paper I 共a penta peptide in the gas
phase兲, an accurate estimate of the multicanonical weight
factor was obtained by only one short REM simulation. For
more complex systems, however, a single REM simulation
will not be sufficient for the satisfactory multicanonical
weight factor determination unless we make the REM simulation very long. In such cases we can iterate MUCA and/or
MUCAREM simulations in which the estimate of the multicanonical weight factor is updated by the single- and/or
multiple-histogram reweighting techniques, respectively. The
MUCA production run 共in REMUCA兲 or MUCAREM production run with the refined multicanonical weight factor
will make a more frequent random walk in energy space and
can yield a flatter probability distribution of potential energy.
To be more specific, this iterative process can be described as follows: The REMUCA production run corresponds to a MUCA simulation with the weight factor
W mu (E) 关see Eq. 共25兲 in Paper I兴. The new estimate of the
density of states can be obtained by the single-histogram
reweighting techniques12 as follows 关see Eq. 共5兲 in Paper I兴:
n共 E 兲⫽

N mu 共 E 兲
,
W mu 共 E 兲

共3兲

where N mu (E) is the energy histogram obtained from the
MUCA production run in REMUCA.
On the other hand, from the MUCAREM production
run, the improved density of states can be obtained by the
multiple-histogram reweighting techniques as follows 关see
Eqs. 共41兲 and 共42兲 in Paper I兴:10,11
M

n共 E 兲⫽

兺

m⫽1

N 兵MmR其 共 E 兲
,

M

兺

m⫽1

共4兲

兵m其

n m exp共 f m 兲 W M R 共 E 兲

and
exp共 ⫺ f m 兲 ⬅

兺E n 共 E 兲 W 兵MmR其 共 E 兲 .

共5兲

Here, N 兵MmR其 (E) and n m are the energy histogram and the total
number of samples obtained for the mth multicanonical ensemble 共or energy range兲 in the MUCAREM production run,
respectively, and W 兵MmR其 (E) is the corresponding multicanonical weight factor 关see Eq. 共35兲 in Paper I兴.
The improved density of states thus obtained 关either
from Eq. 共3兲 or from Eq. 共4兲兴 leads to a new multicanonical
weight factor 关see Eq. 共2兲兴. The next iteration can be either a
MUCA production run 共as in REMUCA兲 or a MUCAREM
production run with the weight factors obtained from Eqs.
共26兲, 共29兲, and 共30兲 or Eqs. 共34兲, 共35兲, 共37兲, and 共38兲 in Paper
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I, respectively. The results of this production run may yield
an optimal multicanonical weight factor that yields a sufficiently flat energy distribution. If not, we can repeat the
above process by obtaining the third estimate of the multicanonical weight factor either from Eq. 共3兲 or from Eq. 共4兲, and
so on.
We remark that as the estimate of the multicanonical
weight factor becomes more accurate, one is required to have
a fewer number of replicas for a successful MUCAREM
simulation, because each replica will have a flat energy distribution for a wider energy range. Hence, for a large, complex system, it is often more efficient to first try MUCAREM
and iteratively reduce the number of replicas so that eventually one needs only one or a few replicas 共instead of trying
REMUCA directly from the beginning and iterating MUCA
simulations兲.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Computational details

We performed the REM, REMUCA, and MUCAREM
simulations with the system of a 17-residue fragment of ribonuclease T1. It is known by experiments that this peptide
fragment tends to form ␣-helical conformations.13 The amino
acid sequence is SSDVSTAQIគAA
គ YKLHED, which is the
part from residue Ser-13 through Asp-29 with the mutations
A21I and G23A 共these are underlined above兲 from the native
sequence.13 We first tried to obtain an optimal multicanonical
weight factor by the usual iterative process.14,15 However, we
failed. Thus, we think that this is a good system to test the
effectiveness of REMUCA and MUCAREM.
The energy function E TOT that we used is the sum of the
conformational energy term of the solute E P and the solvation free energy term E SOL for the interaction of the peptide
with the surrounding solvent: E TOT⫽E P ⫹E SOL 共we remark
that in Paper I we only used the conformational term E P as
the total energy兲. Here, the solvation term E SOL is the sum of
terms that are proportional to the solvent-accessible surface
area of the atomic groups of the solute. The parameters in the
conformational energy as well as the molecular geometry
were taken from ECEPP/2.16 –18 The parameters of the solvent term were adopted from Ref. 19. For the total energy
histograms we took the bin size of ⑀ ⫽1 kcal/mol. The computer code KONF 9020,21 was used, and MC simulations based
on the REM, REMUCA, and MUCAREM were performed.
For the calculation of a solvent-accessible surface area, we
used the computer code NSOL,22 which is a modification of
the code NSC.23
The dihedral angles  and  in the main chain and  in
the side chains constituted the variables to be updated in the
simulations as in Paper I. The number of degrees of freedom
for the peptide is 80 共it was 19 for Met-enkephalin in Paper
I兲. One MC sweep consists of updating all these angles once
with Metropolis evaluation for each update. The simulations
were started from randomly generated conformations. The
CPU time on Origin3800 and NEC SX-5 was, respectively,
about 320 and 60 min to run 10 000 MC sweeps for each
replica.
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B. REMUCA and MUCAREM simulations

In Table I we summarize the parameters of the simulations that were performed in the present work. As discussed
in detail in Paper I, REMUCA consists of two simulations: a
short REM simulation 共from which the density of states of
the system, or the multicanonical weight factor, is determined兲 and a subsequent production run of MUCA simulation. The former simulation is referred to as REM1 and
the latter as MUCA1 in Table I. A production run of the
MUCAREM simulation is referred to as MUCAREM1 and it
uses the same multicanonical weight factor that was obtained
from REM1. Moreover, a long production run of the original
REM simulation was also performed for comparison and it is
referred to as REM2 in Table I. As explained in the previous
section, the results of REMUCA and MUCAREM simulations can be used to obtain better estimates of the multicanonical weight factor than that used in these REMUCA and
MUCAREM simulations 关see Eqs. 共3兲 and 共4兲兴. The production MUCA runs with these weights are referred to as
MUCA2 and MUCA3 in Table I, respectively. The total
number of MC sweeps for the five production runs 共REM2,
MUCA1, MUCAREM1, MUCA2, and MUCA3兲 was set essentially equal 共i.e., about 4 000 000 MC sweeps兲. Before
taking the data, we made equilibration simulations of 10 000
MC sweeps 共per replica兲 for all the runs. Replica exchange
was tried every 25 MC sweeps for REM1 and REM2 and
every 50 MC sweeps for MUCAREM1.
We first check whether the REM simulations indeed performed properly. In REM1 and REM2 there exist 14 replicas
with 14 different temperatures, ranging from 200 to 700 K,
as listed in Table I 共i.e., T 1 ⫽200 K and T M ⫽T 14⫽700 K).
The temperatures are distributed exponentially between T 1
and T M , following the optimal distribution found in Ref. 24.
In Fig. 1 the canonical probability distributions obtained at
the chosen 14 temperatures from REM1 are shown. We see
that there are enough overlaps between all pairs of neighboring distributions, indicating that there will be sufficient numbers of replica exchange between pairs of replicas. For an
optimal performance of REM simulations, the acceptance ratios of replica exchange should be sufficiently uniform and
large 共say, ⬎10%兲. In Table II we list these quantities. It is
clear that both points are met in the sense that they are of the
same order 共the values vary between 14% and 30%兲.
TABLE I. Summary of parameters in REM, REMUCA, and MUCAREM
simulations.
No. of
replicas, M

Temperature,
T m 共K兲 (m⫽1,...,M )

REM1

14

REM2

14

200, 220, 243, 267, 294, 324, 357,
393, 432, 476, 524, 577, 636, 700
200, 220, 243, 267, 294, 324, 357,
393, 432, 476, 524, 577, 636, 700

Run

MUCA1
MUCAREM1
MUCA2
MUCA3
a

1
4
1
1

The total number of MC sweeps is 840 000.
The total number of MC sweeps is 4 060 000.
c
The total number of MC sweeps is 4 000 000.
b

MC sweeps
60 000a
290 000b
4 000 000
1 000 000c
4 000 000
4 000 000

FIG. 1. Probability distribution of total energy obtained from REM1 共see
Table I for the parameters of the simulation兲.

In Fig. 2 the time series of total energy for each replica
in REM2 are shown 共the results for REM1 essentially correspond to the first 60 000 MC sweeps of these figures兲. We see
random walks in energy space, as expected. The behaviors
are, however, quite different among the replicas; some random walks are more conspicuous than others. The trajectories as a whole cover a wide energy space between lowtemperature regions and high-temperature ones. We remark
that the multicanonical weight factor obtained from a short
replica-exchange simulation is stable without much oscillations, which are common in the usual iterative process, because we can use the information for a wide temperature
range. We next compare the performances of the usual canonical MC simulation and REM simulation. The time series
of total energy from the canonical MC simulations 共left-hand
side兲 and REM2 共right-hand side兲 at temperatures 294 K 共a兲,
524 K 共b兲, and 700 K 共c兲 are shown in Fig. 3. The results for
REM2 are from different replicas when they are at the corresponding temperatures. At the low temperature 共294 K兲,
the energy in the usual canonical MC simulation fluctuates
around ⫺165 kcal/mol, while that in the REM simulation at
294 K fluctuates around lower energy 共⫺185 kcal/mol兲. This
suggests that the conventional canonical MC simulation got
trapped in a state of energy local minimum. We also see that
the results are similar at the intermediate temperature 共524
K兲 and almost identical at the high temperature 共700 K兲.
TABLE II. Acceptance ratios of a replica exchange in REM1.
Pair of temperature 共K兲

Acceptance ratio

200↔220
220↔243
243↔267
267↔294
294↔324
324↔357
357↔393
393↔432
432↔476
476↔524
524↔577
577↔636
636↔700

0.29
0.30
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.29
0.28
0.25
0.21
0.19
0.14
0.25
0.30
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FIG. 2. Time series of total energy for all the replicas in REM2 共see Table I for the parameters of the simulation兲.

Typical snapshots from these canonical MC simulations
and REM2 at the corresponding temperatures are shown in
Fig. 4. At the low temperature 共294 K兲, an ideal helix structure 共global-minimum-energy state兲 is dominant for REM2,
whereas partially unfolded helical structures corresponding
to local-minimum-energy states are obtained for the canonical simulation. At the intermediate temperature 共524 K兲, the
helical conformations and random-coil ones coexist in both
simulations 共it turns out that this temperature corresponds to

the helix–coil transition temperature, as discussed below兲.
Finally, at a high temperature 共700 K兲, the conformations of
the two simulations are random coils, as expected.
We now present the results of our REMUCA simulations. Before the REMUCA simulation, we have also tried to
determine the multicanonical weight factor of this peptide
system by the regular iterative process.15 We made 40 iterations of short trial multicanonical simulations of 50 000 MC
sweeps 共the total number of MC sweeps is 2 000 000兲. How-
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FIG. 3. Time series of total energy from the canonical MC simulations 共the left-hand side兲 and REM2 共the right-hand side兲 at temperatures 294 共a兲, 524 共b兲,
and 700 K 共c兲. The negative values of MC sweeps correspond to the part of equilibration.

ever, we failed in obtaining a satisfactory multicanonical
weight factor in the sense that we could not get a random
walk in a wide energy range. In Fig. 5共a兲 we show the time
series of a production run with this incomplete multicanonical weight factor. We can see that the simulation got trapped
in a state of energy local minima and did not realize a random walk in a wide energy range.

The REMUCA simulations consist of a short REM simulation 共REM1 in Table I兲 and a MUCA production run
共MUCA1 in Table I兲. After REM1, we obtained the density
of states, n(E), by the multiple-histogram reweighting techniques 关see Eqs. 共23兲 and 共24兲 in Paper I兴. We also estimated
E 1 and E M that are the canonical expectation values of the
total potential energy at temperatures T 1 and T M , respec-

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 14, 8 April 2003
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FIG. 5. The time series of total energy from the MUCA production runs
with the multicanonical weight factors that were determined by the usual
iterative process 共a兲 and REMUCA 共b兲. The total numbers of MC sweeps in
共a兲 and 共b兲 are 400 000 and 4 000 000, respectively.

FIG. 4. Typical snapshots from the canonical MC simulations 共above兲 and
REM2 共below兲 at temperatures 294 K 共a兲, 524 K 共b兲, and 700 K 共c兲. The
snapshots for each simulation on the left-hand side, middle, and right-hand
side are the conformations at 50 000, 150 000, and 250 000 MC sweeps,
respectively. These figures were created with MOLSCRIPT 共Ref. 25兲 and
RASTER3D 共Refs. 26 and 27兲.

tively (T 1 ⫽200 K and T M ⫽700 K are the lowest and the
highest temperatures that were used in REM1兲. The results of
REM1 gave
E 1 ⫽⫺199 kcal/mol,

E M ⫽⫺93 kcal/mol.

共6兲

As explained in Paper I, the obtained density of states is
reliable only in the energy range E 1 ⭐E⭐E M . The multicanonical weight factor was then determined for the three energy regions (E⬍E 1 , E 1 ⭐E⭐E M , and E⬎E M ) from Eqs.
共26兲, 共29兲, and 共30兲 in Paper I. We carried out a MUCA
production run of 4 000 000 MC sweeps with this multicanonical weight factor 共MUCA1 in Table I兲. In Fig. 5共b兲 we
show the time series of MUCA1. We now observe a random
walk in energy space. The simulation still has a tendency to
stay in the low-energy region, but we see an improvement in
behavior from the previous method 关compare Figs. 5共a兲 and
5共b兲兴. Note that the required MC sweeps for the multicanoni-

cal weight factor determination for REMUCA was 860 000
共see Table I兲, while that for the previous iterative method was
2 000 000. Four snapshots of conformations during MUCA1
are shown in Fig. 6. We observe a large conformational
changes during the simulation. The low-energy conformations are in almost ideal helix state 关see Figs. 6共a兲 and 6共c兲兴,
and the high-energy conformations are random coils 关see
Figs. 6共b兲 and 6共d兲兴. Thus, a random walk in conformational
space is also realized. In Fig. 7 the probability distribution
obtained by MUCA1 is plotted. It can be seen that a flat
distribution is obtained in the energy region E 1 ⭐E⭐E M 共although there is some weight toward the low-energy region兲.
In Fig. 7, the canonical probability distributions that were
obtained by the reweighting techniques at T⫽T 1 ⫽200 K,
T⫽T 11⫽524 K, and T⫽T M ⫽700 K are also shown. We find
that MUCA1 gives canonical distributions at T⫽T 1 for E
⬍E 1 and at T⫽T M for E⬎E M , whereas it gives a multicanonical distribution for E 1 ⭐E⭐E M 关see also Eq. 共6兲兴.
We now present the results of our MUCAREM simulation 共MUCAREM1 in Table I兲. From the density of states
obtained by REM1, we prepared the multicanonical weight
factors for the MUCAREM simulation 关see Eqs. 共34兲–共38兲 in
Paper I兴. We used four replicas to do this simulation. The
parameters of MUCAREM1 such as energy bounds E 兵Lm 其 and
E 兵Hm 其 (m⫽1,...,4) are listed in Table III. The choices of E 兵Lm 其
and E 兵Hm 其 are, in general, arbitrary, but significant overlaps
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TABLE III. Summary of parameters in MUCAREM1.
m

T 兵Lm 其

T 兵Hm 其

E 兵Lm 其 共kcal/mol兲

E 兵Hm 其 共kcal/mol兲

1
2
3
4

200
294
392
524

323
432
577
700

⫺198.0
⫺186.0
⫺172.0
⫺133.0

⫺182.0
⫺164.0
⫺113.0
⫺90.0

quired replicas is thus smaller than in regular REM simulations 共4 in MUCAREM1 versus 14 in REM1 and REM2兲.
C. Iterations of REMUCA and MUCAREM simulations

FIG. 6. Typical snapshots from MUCA1 共see Table I for the parameters of
the simulation兲. The snapshots of 共a兲, 共b兲, 共c兲, and 共d兲 correspond to the
conformations at 100 000, 200 000, 300 000, and 400 000 MC sweep, respectively. The conformations of 共a兲 and 共c兲 are low-energy conformations.
On the other hand, the conformations of 共b兲 and 共d兲 are high-energy structures 关see Fig. 5共b兲兴. The figures were created with MOLSCRIPT 共Ref. 25兲 and
RASTER3D 共Refs. 26 and 27兲.

between the probability distributions of adjacent replicas are
necessary. In Fig. 8共a兲 we show the time series of total energy in MUCAREM1 for each replica. We observe random
walks in energy space covering the energy range between
E 兵L1 其 and E 兵H4 其 共see Table III兲. In Fig. 8共b兲 the probability
distributions of total energy obtained by this simulation are
shown. We observe that the probability distributions corresponding to the mth multicanonical ensemble is essentially
flat for the energy region E 兵Lm 其 ⭐E⭐E 兵Hm 其 , is of the canonical
simulations at T⫽T 兵Lm 其 for E⬍E 兵Lm 其 , and is of the canonical
simulation at T⫽T 兵Hm 其 for E⬎E 兵Hm 其 (m⫽1,...,4). Note that
each distribution in MUCAREM1 is much broader than that
in REM1 关compare Figs. 1 and 8共b兲兴. The number of re-

FIG. 7. Probability distributions of total energy obtained from MUCA1.
Also added are the probability distributions 共dotted curves兲 of the reweighted canonical ensemble at T⫽200 K 共left兲, 524 K 共middle兲, and 700 K
共right兲.

In the previous section we presented the results of
REMUCA and MUCAREM simulations. These simulations
were based on the multicanonical weight factor that was determined from the results of a single short REM simulation
of 840 000 MC sweeps 共namely, REM1 in Table I兲. We did
observe random walks in energy space. However, the obtained probability distributions were not completely flat 关see
Figs. 7 and 8共b兲兴. This suggests that the above multicanonical weight factor needs some refinement. As explained in
Sec. II, we can iterate the REMUCA and MUCAREM production runs to improve the multicanonical weight factor.
We recalculated the multicanonical weight factor by Eq.
共3兲 from the results of the first 840 000 MC sweeps of the
REMUCA production run 共MUCA1兲 and performed a
MUCA production run of 4 000 000 MC sweeps with this
weight factor 共this run is referred to as MUCA2 in Table I兲.
Likewise, we recalculated the multicanonical weight
factor by Eq. 共4兲 from the results of the first 210 000 MC
sweeps 共per replica兲 of the MUCAREM production run
共MUCAREM1兲 共the total number of MC sweeps is again
840 000兲. We then performed a MUCA production run of
4 000 000 MC sweeps with this weight factor 共this run is
referred to as MUCA3 in Table I兲.
In Fig. 9 the time series and probability distribution of
the total energy from MUCA2 are shown. We do observe a
great improvement in the sense that the results of MUCA2
give a more uniform random walk in energy space and a
flatter energy distribution than those of MUCA1 关compare
Fig. 9 with Figs. 5共b兲 and 7兴.
The time series and probability distribution of the total
energy from MUCA3 are shown in Fig. 10. A similar improvement of the multicanonical weight factor from MUCA1
to MUCA3 is achieved 关compare Fig. 10 with Figs. 5共b兲
and 7兴.
To further test the efficiency of these algorithms, we calculated the number of tunneling events during REM2,
MUCA1, MUCAREM1, MUCA2, and MUCA3. One tunneling event is defined by a trajectory that goes from E M to
E 1 and back. If E M is sufficiently high, the trajectory of a
simulation gets completely uncorrelated when it reaches E M .
We thus consider that the more tunneling events we observe
during a fixed number of MC sweeps, the more efficient the
method is as a generalized-ensemble algorithm. In Table IV
we summarize the number of tunneling events that were observed up to 2 000 000, 3 000 000, and 4 000 000 MC sweeps
in REM2, MUCA1, MUCAREM1, MUCA2, and MUCA3.
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FIG. 8. Time series 共a兲 and probability distributions 共b兲 of total energy from MUCAREM1 共see Tables I and III for the parameters of the simulation兲.

In REM2 and MUCAREM1, we added the number of tunneling events of each replica to get the total number of tunneling events. The number of tunneling events of REM2 is
the least among the five, suggesting that REMUCA and
MUCAREM are more efficient in configurational sampling
than REM. Among the remaining four production runs, the
numbers of tunneling events of MUCA2 and MUCA3 are
significantly more than those of MUCA1 and MUCAREM1.
This means that the multicanonical weight factors that were
used in MUCA2 and MUCA3 are much better than that used
in MUCA1 共and MUCAREM1兲. Note that the multicanonical weight factor of MUCA1 was obtained from the results

of a REM simulation of 840 000 MC sweeps in total
共REM1兲, while those of MUCA2 and MUCA3 were obtained
from the results of a MUCA simulation 共MUCA1兲 and a
MUCAREM simulation 共MUCAREM1兲, respectively, of
840 000 MC sweeps in total. Simulations with more tunneling events will thus yield better estimates of the multicanonical weight factor. Finally, one can say that MUCAREM1
gave a slightly larger number of tunneling events than
MUCA1. This means that when the estimate of the multicanonical weight factor is not good, the process of replica exchange enhances a random walk in energy space.
Once the results of these production runs are obtained,
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FIG. 9. Time series 共a兲 and probability distribution 共b兲 of total energy from
MUCA2.

one can calculate ensemble averages of physical quantities as
functions of temperature by the reweighting techniques 关see
Eqs. 共3兲, 共5兲, 共23兲, and 共41兲 in Paper I兴. The quality of the
estimate of the multicanonical weight factor can also be examined by calculating the ensemble averages of physical
quantities.
The average total energy as a function of temperature
that was obtained from the five production runs 共namely,
REM2, MUCA1, MUCAREM1, MUCA2, and MUCA3兲 are
shown in Fig. 11. Each figure is a superposition of four results that correspond to the trajectories up to 1 000 000,
2 000 000, 3 000 000, 4 000 000 MC sweeps, which allows us
to check the convergence of the results. We see that all the
results are almost identical and converged rather quickly, except for those from REM2, which had the least number of
tunneling events 共see Table IV兲.
The average total energies increase monotonically as
temperature increases. The drastic change around 500 K suggests the existence of a certain phase transition. In order to
obtain the transition temperature, we calculated the specific
heat as a function of temperature. The specific heat here is
defined by the following equation:
C共 T 兲⫽␤2

具 E 2 典 T ⫺ 具 E 典 T2
N

,

共7兲

where N 共⫽17兲 is the number of residues in this peptide. The
results from the five production runs are shown in Fig. 12.

FIG. 10. Time series 共a兲 and probability distribution 共b兲 of total energy from
MUCA3.

The peak of the specific heat gives the transition temperature
T c , and we find T c ⬇510 K. We see some variations in the
results among the production runs, which reflects the difficulty in the computation of this quantity. The height of the
specific heat in REM2 up to 1 000 000 MC sweeps is much
lower than those up to 2 000 000, 3 000 000, and 4 000 000
MC sweeps. This discrepancy can be understood because the
number of tunneling events in REM2 is only one before
1 000 000 MC sweeps 共data not shown兲.
The average number of helical residues, or helicity, as a
function of temperature ( 具 n 典 T ) that were obtained from the
five production runs are shown in Fig. 13. Here, we consider
that a residue is in the ␣-helix configuration when the dihedral angles 共, 兲 fall in the range (⫺70⫾30°,⫺37
⫾30°). The nature of the convergence of the results is similar to that of the average total energy 共see Fig. 11兲. The
average helicity tends to decrease monotonically as the temperature increases because of the increased thermal fluctua-

TABLE IV. Number of tunneling events in REM2, MUCA1, MUCAREM1,
MUCA2, and MUCA3.
MC sweeps

REM2

MUCA1

MUCAREM1

MUCA2

MUCA3

2 000 000
3 000 000
4 000 000

2
5
9

7
12
17

9
16
22

16
23
32

18
29
38
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FIG. 11. Averages total energy as a function of temperature in REM2 共a兲, MUCA1 共b兲, MUCAREM1 共c兲, MUCA2 共d兲, and MUCA3 共e兲. The labels 1, 2, 3,
and 4 in the legend correspond to the results that were calculated from the trajectories up to 1 000 000, 2 000 000, 3 000 000, and 4 000 000 MC sweeps,
respectively.

tions. At T⫽200 K, 具 n 典 T was about 15. If we neglect the
terminal residues, where the ␣ helix tends to be frayed, n
⫽15 corresponds to the maximal helicity, and the conformation can be considered completely helical. Then the peptide
is in an ideal helix state at T⫽200 K 关see Figs. 6共a兲 and
6共c兲兴. At the transition temperature 共around 510 K兲, 具 n 典 T is
8.5 共50% helicity兲. This implies that the phase transition ob-

served above by the peak in specific heat is indeed a helix–
coil transition between an ideal helix and a random coil.
Finally, the results of the above three thermodynamic
quantities from the five production runs are superimposed
and shown in Fig. 14. The results of the conventional canonical MC simulations at four temperatures (T⫽200, 294, 542,
and 700 K兲 are also plotted. All the results from the five
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FIG. 12. Specific heat as a function of temperature in REM2 共a兲, MUCA1 共b兲, MUCAREM1 共c兲, MUCA2 共d兲, and MUCA3 共e兲. The labels 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
the legend correspond to the results that were calculated from the trajectories up to 1 000 000, 2 000 000, 3 000 000, and 4 000 000 MC sweeps, respectively.

generalized-ensemble production runs are more or less similar, while those from the regular canonical simulations
strongly deviate at lower temperatures 共200 and 294 K兲. The
canonical simulations apparently got trapped in states of energy local minima at these temperatures, as discussed above
共see Figs. 3 and 4兲. Among the results of the five production
runs, those of MUCA2 and MUCA3 are essentially identical

共even for the specific heat兲. These two simulations had many
tunneling events and gave the most accurate results.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In the first article of the series of the present work, we
have presented the details of the Monte Carlo version of the
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FIG. 13. Average helicity as a function of temperature in REM2 共a兲, MUCA1 共b兲, MUCAREM1 共c兲, MUCA2 共d兲, and MUCA3 共e兲. The labels 1, 2, 3, and
4 in the legend correspond to the results that were calculated from the trajectories up to 1 000 000, 2 000 000, 3 000 000, and 4 000 000 MC sweeps,
respectively.

newly developed generalized-ensemble algorithms, replicaexchange multicanonical algorithm 共REMUCA兲 and multicanonical replica-exchange method 共MUCAREM兲. The effectiveness of these methods were tested with a penta peptide.
In this article, which is the second of this series, we gave

detailed comparisons of performances of these algorithms
with a more complex system 共a 17-residue helical peptide兲. It
was shown that these new algorithms are much more efficient and effective than a well-known generalized-ensemble
algorithm, namely a replica-exchange method. It turned out
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that iterations of REMUCA and/or MUCAREM simulations
further improve the performance. This iterative process presents one of the simplest and most efficient methods for the
determination of the density of states of the system, or multicanonical weight factor.

